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Please read the Terms of Use ("Agreement") before you proceed to download,
install and use all or any part of the applications "Podo Remote" or “InShoe
Remote” (including but not limited to software, files and related documents), or
use the services provided by MEDICAPTEURS to connect to the application. You
consent and agree to be bound by the provisions and conditions of this agreement
when performing the above operations. In case you do not agree with any of the
terms used by us (this version and the updated version), please do not download,
install and use applications or remove applications from your phone.

1. Introduction
This application functions:





Manage some options on the Medicapteurs’ software (installed on a PC) by
the way of phone application
Record some data coming from Bluetooth sensors or a Medicapteurs
Platform
Add information on Database
Use google voice recognition to control application or write information.

2. Ownership Application
This application was developed by MEDICAPTEURS, all intellectual property
rights related to the application (including but not limited to source code, images,
data, information and content contained in application, the amendments and
supplements and updates the application) and the related documentation (if any)
will be owned exclusively by MEDICAPTEURS and not individuals or
organizations are allowed to copy, reproduce create, distribute, or otherwise
infringe upon the rights of the owners without the consent and written permission
of MEDICAPTEURS.

3. Access and Information Gathering
When using the application, you acknowledge that we have the right to use the
following rights to access data on your phone:
(1) Uses the device's microphone (s) for voice to text process.
(2) Read and write data to the memory card
(3) Allows the application to control Bluetooth, to get information about
Bluetooth sensors.
All these visits are made after we have your consent, so you commit and admit
that, when you have granted to us, you will not have any claims against with
MEDICAPTEURS about this access.

4. Update
This Agreement may be updated regularly by MEDICAPTEURS, updated version
will be found on MEDICAPTEURS website. Updated Version will replace the
provisions and conditions of the agreement the original agreement.

5. Privacy Commitment
MEDICAPTEURS using secure communication methods and encryption to
transmit and store data. We pledge to keep confidential all information that you
provide to MEDICAPTEURS or that we collect from you and not disclosed to
any third party unless there is a request from the State agency having jurisdiction.

6. Fees and Charges
MEDICAPTEURS commitment not to collect any fees for use of “Podo Remote”
and “InShoe Remote” applications.

7. Contact
Email: info@medicapteurs.fr
Phone: +33 562571571

